Ice painting equipment
In addition to Crystal Ice paints, we manufacture and supply also different size of painting equipment. The model
520L is designed specially for ice rinks and it is equipped with blending system for Crystal White ice paint and water.
Model 1200L is designed for painting big outdoor skating areas and bandy courts. Back bag sprayers and paint sticks
are excellent tools when painting lines and other markings on ice surface.
On request we can also rent the painting equipment or sell the whole painting
work including paints.

Model 520L for icehockey halls
Ice painting unit 520L is delivered as a complete package. After assembling
the parts and filling the gasoline the product is ready to use. Add water and
paint powder into the tank, turn on mixing pump and painting can start .
Main components for Ice painting unit 520L are:
– Mixing tank including top cover and filling scale on the side of the tank.
– Mixer pump with 5,5 l Honda motor.
– Integrated pipe system to the tank.
– Hose and winding hose reel.
– Paint boom with specially designed drop lock nozzles.
– Light weight aluminum frame equipped with wheels for the paint boom.

With right equipment the painting
looks professionally done.

Light weight aluminum frame with
wheels.

As an additional equipment we can supply a
mini-boom, which makes the board edge
painting easy. It is also a good tool for covering
existing advertisements.
As the mini-boom has only two nozzles, painting
is easily controlled.
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Model 1200L for large ice areas and bandy courts
For large ice surfaces we have a unit equipped with 1200 liter mixing tank.
The unit is built on a heavy duty plywood underlay, which can be lifted on a
trailer when needed.
This painting unit is specially designed for surfaces like Bandy or Speed
skating tracs. The painting job is very fast, as the paintboom is designed
especially wide. Additionally, the spray nozzles are equipped with drop-safe
function to avoid unwanted paint drops. The complete system is manufactured
of rustproof material.
The main components for 1200L ice painting unit are:
- 1200 liter mixing tank, with a sliding and closing top-lid.
- Mixing pump equipped with 5,5 l Honda motor.
- The pipe system with quick connectors.
- Specially designed wide sprayboom, with plywood monted rack for fastening.
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The Swedish bandy finals were
played on the ice painted with
Crystal White -ice paint by using a
1200L ice painting equipment.
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The visibility of the small bandy ball
increased and positive feed-back
was received from both the players
and the spectators.

The Ice painting at Raksila outdoor arena, Oulu Finland, was done with a ATV and a trailer. The painting time for the
whole surface was 4 hours for 2 workers.

Back bag sprayer 16L and paint stick
Back bag sprayer is used for painting small areas on the ice. It is excellent help when
advertisements needs to be covered with white paint. Two different kind of nozzles come
with the back bag sprayer. It is suitable for both the white and the colored ice paints.
Paint stick can be connected to back bag sprayer with a quick release coupling.
Paint stick -device is used for painting the colored line and circle markings accurately
on the ice. Paint spreads evenly from the painting pad on the bottom of the paint stick.
Painting pad is easy to renew when needed.
Both devices can be sold together or separately.
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